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Abstract. We propose a solution to help the integration of heteroge-
neous sources based on the fusion of objects according to their context.
New requirements for information exchange have emerged with all the
developments around Internet. Information consumers want to access
and combine data from remote and heterogeneous sources in a transpar-
ent and dynamic way. To achieve this level of interoperation is yet a real
challenge. We present a model to define local data as informative objects
with a contextual representation associated to them. A semantic context
comparison mechanism, based on a semantic distance, reconciles context
of applications and constructs virtual objects in which rules make the
fusion of informative objects. Virtual objects play the role of interface
for transparent user access.

1 Introduction

Cooperation of information systems is greatly influenced by the development of
the World Wide Web. Models, methodologies and tools have to be adapted to
the new requirements of the cooperation end-users. Help them to find their way
in the jungle of the knowledge providing by the Web is really suitable. To reach
this major aim, it is necessary to deal with the different kinds of heterogeneities
that can be encountered in a cooperation of information systems. We agree that
syntactic and structural heterogeneities which concern model and data structure
differences can be solved using translator tools, pivot models or other solutions
proposed in the literature. The real challenge is now to take into account data
semantics to find relevant information. In IS cooperation, different approaches
have been developed based on federated or mediator/wrapper architectures. Me-
diation approaches are well adapted to dynamic environments. In schema media-
tion, the mediator localizes and integrates relevant data to construct a mediation
schema which can be queried by end-users. Projects such as DIOM [1], DISCO
[2], DOK [3] are schema mediation solutions. In context mediation, the media-
tor dynamically integrates information to answer a end-user query. SemWeb [4],
On2Broker [5, 6], Observer [7], WebFindit [8] or InfoSleuth [9, 10] are context
mediation solutions. These projects propose different solutions to modelize data
semantics. On2Broker is interested in the semantics of Web documents which
can be in different formats (RDF, XML-like, ...). The solution includes four ba-
sic engines (query engine, info agent, inference engine, and database manager)
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which are all relied on ontologies. WebFindIt defines a complete architecture to
access to different databases by browsering their application domain using their
associated metadata (co-databases). Metadata, ontologies and contexts are tools
to modelize data semantics. Metadata describe intrinsic properties of data. The
Dublin Core [11] is an example of metadata about document exchange. Ontolo-
gies are more and more recognized as a promising solution to modelize data
semantics. Ontologies can be viewed as the formal modelization of shared con-
cepts. Projects such as DOGMA [12] or KAON [13] propose formal models to
modelize ontologies. Nicolas Guarino [14] classifies ontologies according to their
task and point of view. Top-level ontologies (1) describe very general concepts.
Domain ontologies (2) describe a vocabulary related to a generic domain. Task
ontologies (3) describe a task or an activity. And application ontologies describe
concepts depending on a particular domain and a task. They can be viewed as
a specialization of task and domain ontologies. Contexts are used to describe
semantics of data relied to one or more application in a specific domain. With
the Guarino’s classification, contexts can be compared to application ontologies.
The development of metadata, contexts or ontologies leads to other related re-
quirements which are needs to compare these ontologies or contexts, to be able
to communicate in a large way. Some recent works focus on the definition of
measures to compare terms [15], concepts or ontologies [16].

The DILEMMA (Dynamic and Interoperable Logical Extended Mediation
Model Architecture) [17] project described in this paper is an hybrid approach
of schema and context mediation which allows information system (IS) cooper-
ation using contexts to modelize data semantics. The main idea is to provide
tools to build a cooperation which can be updated in an incremental manner
according to end-user requirements. DILEMMA proposes a model to describe
data with their meanings and a semantic reconciliation method which is based
on the definition of a semantic distance to compare contexts. In this approach,
a cooperation between two IS can be summarized in four steps. In the first one,
provider and consumer systems have to describe their own application domain
to make the meaning of their data or requirements understandable and unam-
biguous. This is done using a model (section 2) which allows the definition of
information via Informative Objects (I-Objects) and the description of a context
for these I-Objects via the definition of concepts. The second step is a context
comparison between two contexts which aims to identify their similar concepts
using a semantic distance (section 3). The third step considers the results of this
comparison to choose relevant I-Objects which can be interpreted in a consumer
context (section 4.1). The last step consists in an object fusion process (section
4.2) which integrates semantically related I-Objects into virtual I-Objects to
access to all the data of the cooperation in a transparent way.

2 Objects and Contexts

The data description is made up of three layers with a progression in the semantic
granularity from high level terminological concepts to value understanding. The
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first layer consists in mapping the local data (if exist) into a pivot model to
structure information and to simplify exchanges. This layer defines I-Objects as
interface to access data. The second layer is the definition of a local context
to deal with the semantics of the application domain. It is built using a set of
terminological concepts and roles. The third layer clarifies the I-Object meanings
on the defined context. Interpretation rules allow to interpret I-Objects on the
context and characterization rules allow to explicit intrinsic properties of data
values (as unit, scale, precision).

2.1 Definition of I-Objects

An I-Object class definition is composed of a profile and may be a deductive rule
description. A profile Classname[Method1 => Type1; ...; Methodn => Typen]
defines a set of attributes called methods which can be mono-valued Method =>
Type, multi-valued Method =% Type or parameterized Method(Parameter−>
Type) => Type. Access rights (public, private and shared) can be added to
control importation, exportation and reuse of the I-Object class. All defined I-
Objects inherit from a basic class called Very First Object (vfo) which provides
four common methods : repository to precise the URL of the source, description
to give a literal definition of the class, version number to find right I-Objects and
Mproperty a method used for the characterization of data values. An I-Object is
an instance of an I-Object class. The term I-Object is sometimes used instead of
I-Object class by misuse of language. If the I-Object class is a virtual I-Object
class then a deductive rule completes the definition of the class. The rule allows
to define how to combine I-Object instances of existing classes to build this new
virtual one.

The first example below shows the definition of an I-Object class person. It
inherits from vfo, has a parameterized method firstName and has a complex
method address.

class person::vfo[ repository -> ’192.52.237.1’;

description -> ’A person is a human described by ...’;

version -> 1].

class person[ name => string; firstName@(num => integer) => string;

ssn => string; address => Address; tel =>> string ].

class Address::vfo[ repository -> ’192.52.237.1’; ... ]

The second example below shows the definition of a virtual I-Object class
lausannois which inherits from the class person and describes the inhabitants of
the city of Lausanne.

lausannois::person.

rule(X,A) X:lausannois :- X:person[ address -> A ],

A:Address[ city -> ’Lausanne’ ].

In addition to these I-Objects, the model defines function libraries where
specific transformation functions can be stored. These functions are useful to
resolve semantic mismatch of method values between different I-Objects and they
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playÿanÿimportantÿroleÿinÿtheÿobjectÿfusionÿprocess.ÿTheÿexampleÿbelowÿshowsÿthe
definitionÿofÿaÿlibraryÿDateConverter.ÿItÿcontainsÿoneÿfunctionÿage2dateÿwhich
returnsÿaÿdateÿofÿbirthÿfromÿanÿage.ÿAÿclassÿstudentÿ isÿalsoÿdefined.ÿItÿinherits
fromÿaÿclassÿpersonÿandÿhasÿaÿmethodÿybirth.ÿThisÿmethodÿisÿcalculatedÿfrom
theÿvalueÿofÿtheÿmethodÿageÿusingÿaÿdeductiveÿrule.ÿTheÿruleÿgivesÿtheÿvalueÿof
theÿmethodÿybirthÿforÿaÿstudentÿusingÿtheÿfunctionÿage2date.

libraryÿDateConverter[ÿage2date@(ageÿ->ÿinteger)=>ÿdateÿ].

classÿstudent::person[ÿageÿ=>ÿinteger;ÿNetudÿ=>ÿstring;

inscripÿ=>>ÿInscription;ÿybirthÿ=>ÿinteger].

rule{A,ÿAN,ÿX}ÿX[ÿybirthÿ->ÿANÿ]ÿ:-ÿX:student[ÿageÿ->ÿAÿ],

DateConverter[ÿage2date@(ageÿ->ÿA)ÿ->ÿANÿ].

2.2ÿ DefinitionÿofÿaÿLocalÿContext

Aÿcontextÿisÿcomposedÿofÿconceptsÿcalledÿconceptualÿclasses.ÿAÿconceptualÿclass
isÿdefinedÿbyÿitsÿnameÿandÿaÿlistÿofÿitsÿroles.ÿTheyÿdescribeÿtheÿrolesÿplayedÿby
theÿotherÿclassesÿforÿthisÿconceptualÿclass.ÿIfÿΦD the set of conceptual classes on
a domain D, Cc ∈ ΦD is defined by :

Cc = concept name{+synonym list,−antonym list}[ role list ].

– name the name of the conceptual class. It represents a terminological defi-
nition of the concept and it depends on the language;

– role list describes the semantic surroundi ofng a concept. A role defines a
semantic relation between the concept which owns it and concepts which
pla this role. They set of roles played b other classes for Cc is noted Ry Cc.
If r ∈ R is definedi Cc ri as below :,
•

that Cc pla the role r foys r Ccr i .
i

•
Φ describ pla the role foD es that Cc ys r r Ccr .

ij i

list defines– synonym a set of terms which are synonyms of a concept or
a role. It allows to enlarge the meaning of an entit andy can optimize the

ison bcompar etween two entities.
– antonym

r {+ lis lis with Cc ∈ Φ describi synonym t ton t−an ym } Cc=> es, ri r Di

r {+ list list} => {Ci synonym −antonym c } with ∀j = 1..n Cc ∈, r ji , rij

list defines a set of terms which could be consider as synonyms
but have an opposite meaning in this context.

Finally conceptual classes can be organized in inheritance hierarchies which
allow role inheritance with some constraints. The example below depicts a part
of a context definition. The concepts life form, human, individual, etc. are in-
troduced. They are linked togother with roles. For example, the concept birth
date plays the role birth for the concept life form. The context can be viewed as
a local ontology of the application domain.

concept life form[ birth => birth date; death => decease date; age => Age ].

concept human{+man}::life form.
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conceptÿindividual{+person,+guy}::human

[ÿidentifierÿ=>ÿidentity;ÿhome{+house}ÿ=>ÿaddressÿ].

conceptÿaddress{+place,+localization}

[ÿcomponentÿ=>ÿ{number,ÿstreet,ÿpostÿcode,ÿtown}ÿ].

conceptÿidentity[ÿidentifierÿ=>ÿsocialÿnumber;

nameÿ=>ÿ{firstÿname,ÿlastÿname}ÿ].

conceptÿchristianÿname::firstÿname.

2.3ÿ DefinitionÿofÿInterpretationÿRules

RulesÿallowÿtoÿinterpretÿtheÿprofileÿofÿanÿI-Objectÿclassÿi.e.ÿtoÿdescribeÿitsÿmean-
ing.ÿThreeÿcategoriesÿofÿrulesÿcanÿbeÿdistinguishedÿ:ÿsimpleÿrules,ÿmethodÿrules
andÿrulesÿwithÿconstraints.

AÿsimpleÿruleÿspecifiesÿthatÿtheÿmeaningÿofÿanÿI-Objectÿclassÿcanÿbeÿfoundÿinÿa
particularÿconcept.ÿItÿlinksÿanÿI-Objectÿclassÿtoÿaÿconceptualÿclass.ÿForÿexample,
theÿclassÿpersonÿcanÿbeÿinterpretedÿonÿtheÿconceptÿindividualÿasÿfollows.

interÿperson:::individual.

Aÿmethodÿruleÿspecifiesÿtheÿmeaningÿofÿtheÿvaluesÿreturnedÿbyÿaÿmethod.ÿItÿlinks
aÿmethodÿofÿanÿI-Objectÿtoÿaÿconceptualÿclass.ÿForÿexample,ÿtheÿmethodsÿname
andÿssnÿ ofÿtheÿclassÿpersonÿ canÿbeÿinterpretedÿonÿtheÿconceptualÿclassesÿ last
nameÿandÿsocialÿnumber.ÿParametersÿofÿaÿmethodÿhaveÿalsoÿtoÿbeÿinterpretedÿin
aÿsimilarÿway.ÿTheÿexampleÿbelowÿlistsÿsomeÿinterpretationsÿofÿmethods.

interÿperson.name:::lastÿname.

interÿperson.ssn:::socialÿnumber.

interÿaddress.cp:::postÿcode.

Anÿinterpretationÿruleÿwithÿconstraintsÿallowsÿtoÿ interpretÿanyÿ sub-setÿ in-
stancesÿofÿanÿI-Objectÿclass.ÿTheÿexampleÿbelowÿspecifiesÿthatÿtheÿfirstÿnameÿof
aÿpersonÿcanÿbeÿinterpretedÿasÿaÿChristianÿname.

inter{X,Y}ÿX{Y:person[firstName@(num->1)->X]}:::christianÿname.

Moreover,ÿinterpretationÿrulesÿcanÿbeÿcompletedÿbyÿanÿinterpretationÿpath
whichÿcanÿavoidÿambiguitiesÿofÿinterpretationÿinÿcomplexÿcontexts.ÿThisÿexpres-
sionÿbelowÿ specifiesÿ thatÿtheÿmethodÿnameÿ ofÿ theÿclassÿpersonÿ isÿ interpreted
onÿtheÿconceptÿlastÿnameÿwhenÿitÿplaysÿtheÿroleÿnameÿforÿtheÿconceptÿidentity,
whichÿitselfÿplaysÿtheÿroleÿidentifierÿforÿtheÿconceptÿindividual.

interÿperson.name:::lastÿnameÿ<=ÿidentityÿ(<=ÿindividual.identifier).name

2.4ÿ DefinitionÿofÿCharacterizationÿRules

Theÿmodelÿprovidesÿsomeÿmetadataÿwhichÿrepresentÿtheÿmostÿusedÿtypesÿofÿdata
inÿusualÿinformationÿsystems.ÿMetadataÿareÿrepresentedÿwithÿmetaÿconceptual
classes,ÿcalledÿMCc.ÿTwoÿhierarchiesÿofÿMCcÿareÿpre-definedÿ: ÿoneÿforÿspatial
dataÿrepresentationÿandÿanotherÿforÿclassicalÿdataÿrepresentationÿsuchÿasÿtime,
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geometry, mass, electricity and many more-sub types of numerical values. Part of
the hierarchy for classical data is presented in the figure 1. The meta conceptual
classes Geometry, Mass, Time, etc. inherit the roles and semantic surrounding
from the root MCc Numerical Datum Reference Information.

Elapsed Of
Time

Numerical_Datum
Reference

Information

Time

Scale Factor
Of Datum

Accuracy
Of Datum

Unit Of
Datum

Scale Factor Of Datum

Accuracy Of Datum
Unit Of Datum

Measure Of
 Time

Electricity

Geometry

Surface

Length

Volume

Plan Angle

Heat

Currency

Mass

Mechanics

Measure Of
 Frequency

Fig. 1. Part of the hierarchy of classic meta conceptual classes.

This root MCc is relied using roles to three MCcs Unit Of Datum, Scale Factor
Of Datum and Accuracy Of Datum to define the intrinsic properties of a numeric
value which are respectively its unit, scale and precision. These MCcs are called
terminal classes and have got a list of values, terms or expressions which can be
used to parameterize the characterization of the I-Objects values .

The figure 2 presents the characterization of the values of the method age of
the class student upon these metadata. The method age is interpreted on the
conceptual class Age which derives from the from MCc Elapsed Of Time. The
MCc Elapsed Of Time inherits from Time which inherits from Numerical Datum
Reference Information. The method age is characterized specifying its unit year,
scale 1 and precision 0 which means that the value is exact.

Formally, the characterization of a method is achieved giving the character-
ization of its values on each terminal meta-class (property) which plays a role
for the MCc on which this method is indirectly interpreted. The example below
gives the formal definition of the method age of the I-Object class student as
described graphically in figure 2. The method MProperty, inherited from vfo,
allows the characterization of the method age of the class student on its unit
(1), scale (2) and precision (3). Each characterization is done with the method
Mproperty, giving the name of the method, the terminal class considered and
the characterization value.

concept Age::Elapsed Of Time.

inter student.age:::Age.

(1) class student[ MProperty(’age’,’Unit Of Datum’) -> ’year’ ].
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student.age

Age

Elapsed
Of Time

Scale Factor
Of Datum

Unit Of
Datum

Numerical Datum
Reference

Information

Time
Accuracy
Of Datum

'year'
0 1

Fig. 2. Characterization of a simple value.

(2) class student[ MProperty(’age’,’Scale Factor Of Datum’) -> 1 ].

(3) class student[ MProperty(’age’,’Accuracy Of Datum’) -> 0 ].

To ensure the correctness of the model, the method MProperty has also to
be interpreted on the context as any other method. This interpretation implies
a complex interpretation rule as shown below with the interpretation of the
method MProperty of the I-Object class student for the unit of the method age.
The result of MProperty (identified by variable X) is interpreted on the concept
Unit Of Datum when it plays the role Unit of Datum for the concept Elapsed
Time.

class student[ MProperty(’age’,’Unit Of Datum’) -> ’year’ ].

int{X,Y} X{Y:student[ MProperty@(’age’,’Unit Of Datum’) -> X ]}

:::Unit Of Datum <= Elapsed Of Time.Unit Of Datum.

3 Context Comparison

To be able to define context comparison, it is necessary to first define a semantic
distance to measure the similarity between two concepts of two contexts. The
calculation of a semantic distance between two conceptual classes can be defined
considering the taxonomy and the semantic surrounding of these classes. More
formally, if Cc and Cc′ are two concepts from different contexts,

– Dcc(Cc, Cc′) is a basic distance which gives the taxonomic equivalence be-
tween Cc and Cc′,

– RCc,Cc′ is a vector which gives a summary of roles played for Cc and Cc′,
– Drj(Cc, Cc′) is a basic distance which evaluates roles played by Cc and Cc′

(in a matrix),

then the semantic distance between Cc and Cc′, noted D(Cc, Cc′), is defined as
follows :
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– case 1, if Dcc(Cc, Cc′) = 0 then D(Cc, Cc′) = 0
– case 2, if exists a set of conceptual classes playing roles for Cc and Cc′, if

exists a set of conceptual classes for which Cc and Cc′ played roles for, then

D(Cc, Cc′) = 1
2DCc(Cc, CC ′) + 1

2 (α×

∑
i=1..n

RCc,Cc′(i)

n + β ×Drj(Cc, Cc′))

with 0 < α < 1, 0 < β < 1 and α + β = 1.

α and β allow to weight the two parts of the semantic expression to give
more or less importance between both surrounding parts.

– case 3 and 4, if one of the set of conceptual classes ”roles played for Cc
and Cc′” or ”roles played by Cc and Cc′” does not exist, then D(Cc, Cc′) is
defined respectively as

D(Cc, Cc′) = 1
2DCc(Cc, CC ′) + 1

2 (

∑
i=1..n

RCc,Cc′(i)

n )
or

D(Cc, Cc′) = 1
2DCc(Cc, CC ′) + 1

2 (Drj(Cc, Cc′))

– case 5, if no set of conceptual classes ”roles played for Cc and Cc′” or
”roles played by Cc and Cc′” exists, then D(Cc, Cc′) is defined as

D(Cc, Cc′) = Dcc(Cc, Cc′)

This global distance D(Cc, Cc′) uses other specific distances to calculate
the distance between two concepts. We briefly present all these distances. First
DMCc(Cc, Cc′) (used in the calculation of Dcc) is a basic distance which evalu-
ates the semantic distance between two conceptual classes Cc and Cc′ according
only to their relationships with meta conceptual classes. In fact, DMCc(Cc, Cc′)
is true if the meta conceptual classes, from which the compared concepts derived,
are semantically compatible, and false if not.

If Cc1, Cc2 two concepts from a context, Cc′
1, Cc′

2 two concepts from an-
other context, MCc and MCc′ two meta conceptual classes, the distance DMCc

between Cc1 and Cc′
1, noted DMCc(Cc1, Cc′

1), is defined as follows :



DMCc(Cc1, Cc′
1) = 1

if Cc1 :: MCc (direct) or
Cc1 :: .. :: Cc2 :: MCc (indirect)

and Cc′
1 :: MCc (direct) or

Cc′
1 :: .. :: Cc′

2 :: MCc (indirect)
DMCc(Cc1, Cc′

1) = 0
if Cc1 :: MCc ou Cc1 :: .. :: Cc2 :: MCc
and Cc′

1 :: MCc ou Cc′
1 :: .. :: Cc′

2 :: MCc′

and MCc (= MCc′

else
DMCc(Cc1, Cc′

1) = v with v = 0 or v = 1
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The values of the variable v depend on the particular cases shown in figure
3: this value resolves the uncertainty which appears in these conciliation cases.

Cc Cc '

MCc

Cc Cc '

MCc '

Cc Cc '

Cc Cc '

MCc MCc '

MCc gen

(a) v = 0 (c) v = 0 (d) v = 0

(b) v = 1

? ?

?

Fig. 3. Particular conciliation cases for DMCc basic distance.

The distance Dcc(Cc, Cc′) focuses on the taxonomic aspects of concepts Cc
and Cc′. Its calculation takes into account three semantic features of a concept:
its name with its synonymy and antonymy relationships, its position into the
inheritance hierarchy of concepts and its meta-conceptual relationships. In the
formal definition below, we consider the general case where the both concepts are
placed in a hierarchy. Other definitions exist according to the fact that one of the
concepts (or both) is placed or not into a hierarchy. The distance Dcc(Cc, Cc′)
is equal to the previous distance DMCc(Cc, Cc′) when all comparison criteria
success, and equal to zero if not. In fact the value of DMCc(Cc, Cc′) determines
the possibility of a similarity between concepts.

If Cc a concept from the consumer context, Cc′ a concept from a provider
context, N (Cc) the name of Cc, S(Cc) the synonyms of Cc and A(Cc) the
antonyms of Cc, then Dcc(Cc, Cc′) can be formally defined as follows :




DCc(Cc, Cc′) = DMCc(Cc,Cc′) if
card((N (Cc) ∪ S(Cc)) ∩N (Cc′) ∪ S(Cc′))) > 0
and ∀Cc′

j ∈ Φ′
D, Cc′

j :: .. :: Cc′

card((N (Cc) ∪ S(Cc)) ∩N (Cc′) ∪ S(Cc′))) ≥
card((N (Cc) ∪ S(Cc)) ∩N (Cc′

j) ∪ S(Cc′
j)))

and ∀Ccj ∈ ΦD, Ccj :: .. :: Cc
card((N (Cc) ∪ S(Cc)) ∩N (Cc′) ∪ S(Cc′))) ≥
card((N (Ccj) ∪ S(Ccj)) ∩N (Cc′) ∪ S(Cc′)))

and ∀Cci ∈ ΦD, Cc :: .. :: Cci

card((N (Cc) ∪ S(Cc)) ∩N (Cc′) ∪ S(Cc′))) >
card((N (Cci) ∪ S(Cci)) ∩N (Cc′) ∪ S(Cc′)))

and if card(S(Cc) ∩A(Cc′)) = 0
and card(S(Cc′) ∩A(Cc)) = 0

else
DCc(Cc, Cc′) = 0
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The criteria of this definition precise that a better distance between Cc and
a concept inherited from Cc′ must not exist, and a better distance between Cc′

and a concept inherited from Cc must also not exist.
However the semantics of a concept is contained in its roles : roles played

by other concepts for this one, and roles played by this concept to the others.
To evaluate this neighborhood similarity, an important operation is the distance
between roles Dr. The distance Dr measures the similarity of two roles based
on its taxonomy only. If Cc a concept from the consumer context, Cc′ a concept
from a provider context, r a role of Cc and r′ a role of Cc′, Dr(Cc.r, Cc′.r′) is
defined as follows :




Dr(Cc.r, Cc′.r′) = 1 if DCc(Cc, Cc′) = 1
and card((N (r) ∪ S(r)) ∩ (N (r′) ∪ S(r′))) > 0
and card(S(r) ∩A(r′)) = 0

else
Dr(Cc.r, Cc′.r′) = 0

We will not detail moreover the calculation of the semantic distance. All the
information about the calculation of the semantic distance can be found in [17].

4 Object Fusion

We assume that the context comparison process has selected some relevant con-
ceptual classes in the provider context equivalent to some other classes in the
consumer context. They have to be imported and interpreted on this consumer
context.

4.1 Re-interpretation Problematic

To construct a coherent interpretation of the imported I-Object classes with
their profiles and associated function libraries on the consumer context, it may
be necessary, to avoid ambiguities, to use interpretation paths. The figure 4
illustrates this problem. The concept individual from the consumer context
has been evaluated as similar to the concept person from the provider con-
text. The interpretation of the method name of the class student which is
lastname <= person.identity on the provider context cannot be directly im-
ported in the consumer context. A new interpretation path is built using the
results of the context comparison. In the example, the method name of the class
student is re-interpreted on the consumer context using the interpretation path
lastname <= identity(<= individual .identifier).name .

The very first part of a re-interpretation path is given by the step of impor-
tation. We suppose the importation of an interpretation on a conceptual class
Cc′ on Cc (consumer context). The following levels of re-interpretation are con-
structed in an incremental way, comparing conceptual classes Cc′

j , which appear
in the interpretation path of a conceptual class Cc′, with conceptual classes Cci

which appear in the interpretation path of a conceptual class Cc similar to Cc′.
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student.name student.name

individual

identity person

last namelast name

Context
Consumer

Context
Provider

Importation

last name
<=

person.identity

name identity

identifier

last name
<=

identity
(<= individual.identifier )

.name

Fig. 4. An example of re-interpretation mechanism.

For each level, we consider two similar conceptual classes Cci and Cc′
j , helped

with similarities of Cci+1 and Cc′
j+1 for which Cci and Cc′

j play a role. To decide
the re-interpretation form, five cases of similarities are considered:

– case 1 : conceptual classes for which Cci and Cc′
j play a role are sim-

ilar (Cci+1 ≡ Cc′
j+1). The level of provider interpretation path Cc′

j(<=
Cc′

j+1(...).r
′
j+1).r

′
j becomes Cci(<= Cci+1(...).ri+1).ri in the consumer con-

text.
– case 2 : conceptual classes for which Cci and Cc′

j play a role are not sim-
ilar but a unique interpretation path exists in the consumer context which
carries out to a conceptual class Cci+n similar to Cc′

j+1. This level of in-
terpretation adds the successive steps to find Cci+n. The level of provider
interpretation path Cc′

j(<= Cc′
j+1(...).r

′
j+1).r

′
j becomes Cci(<= Cci+1(<=

...(<= Cci+n.ri+n)...).ri+1).ri in the consumer context.
– case 3 : conceptual classes for which Cci and Cc′

j play a role are not sim-
ilar but a unique interpretation path exists in the provider context which
carries out to a conceptual class Cc′

j+m similar to Cci+1. This level of inter-
pretation deletes the successive steps to find Cc′

j+m. The level of provider
interpretation path Cc′

j(<= Cc′
j+1(...(<= Cc′

j.m.r′
j+m)...).r′

j+1).r
′
j becomes

Cci(<= Cci+1(...).ri+1).ri in the consumer context.
– case 4 : conceptual classes for which Cci and Cc′

j play a role are simi-
lar but two possible roles exist r1i+1 and r2i+1 which are played by these
classes for Cci+1. The interpretation rule on the provider context is Cc′

j(<=
Cc′

j+1.r
′
j+1).r

′
j . This state gives several possible re-interpretation paths and

requires a human decision to define the relevant path.
– case 5 : similar classes for which Cci and Cc′

j play a role don’t exist. The re-
interpretation is stopped and the re-interpretation discovered until this case
happens is considered as a correct interpretation path on the consumer con-
text. This interpretation can be completed by a user or a domain specialist
if needed.
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4.2 I-Objects Fusion

With all information correctly interpreted on the consumer context, it is now
possible to define virtual I-Objects. This is a semi-automatic process where user
has to define its interface by giving the profile of a virtual I-Object class, by
interpreting this class, characterizing it and applying a fusion operator to create
integration rules. Two kinds of operator exist : the merging operator (Operation
⊕), which is detailed below, and the joining operator (Operation ⊗).

When Operation ⊕ is applied to a virtual I-Object, rules are generated to
merge instances of all similar classes into the virtual one. All these instances can
be accessed using the virtual class. This rule generation is composed of two steps.
The first one finds equivalent classes and builds skeleton of rules. Formally, if
CG is a virtual class to group equivalent objects which have an interpretation
on the concept Cc and, Ci=1..n are classes all having the same interpretation on
Cc as on CG, then the following grouping rules are generated :

X : CG : −X : Ci

with X being a variable for unification process.

The second step finds relevant methods which are equivalent to methods of
virtual class and enriches rules from the first step. Formally, if CG and each
equivalent Ci own a method, respectively mG and mi, having a compatible
interpretation path, then grouping rules can be completed as follows :

X : CG[mG− > Y] : −X : Ci[mi− > Y]
with X and Y two variables for unification process.

If CG and each equivalent Cj own a method, respectively m′
G and m”j , having

an indirect compatible interpretation path – i.e. m”j return objects which belong
to classes Ck which own a method m′

k with the same interpretation path than
m′

G –,then grouping rules can be completed as follows :

X : CG[mG− > Y] : −X : Cj[m”j− > Z],Z : Ck[m′
k− > Y]

with X, Y and Z three variables useful for unification process.

The Operation ⊗ is more complex than ⊕. When it is applied to a virtual
class, user has to specify a join criteria and rules are generated to join a similar
class (to virtual class) with other classes which have the join criteria as a method
and some methods equivalent to methods of the virtual class.

The fusion is user-driven and the example below shows how an interface can
be defined to exploit the semantics expressed in this contextual approach. For
example, we consider a user-consumer who wants to create an interface to access
information about names and sizes of students. We suppose that the context of
this consumer is given and that a context comparison has been initiated with
two provider sources source1 and source2. This consumer context depicts only
concepts that characterize a student : A student is a person who studies at the
university, with a first name, a name as identity and a height as characteristic
(height derives from a MCc Length).
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The user creates its interface as an I-Object definition and interprets it on
its local context. Interpretation rules in this example are simplified and no inter-
pretation path is defined. The user clarifies the semantics of its data defining the
characterization of the method size specifying that its values has to be expressed
in foot (only).

concept individual{+person,+human}

[ identifier => identity, characteristic => height ].

concept height::Length.

concept identity[ name => {first name, last name} ].

concept christian_name::first name.

concept student::individual [ study => university ].

class student[ lname => string; cname => string; size => real ].

class student[ MProperty@(’size’,’Unit Of Datum’) -> ’foot’ ].

inter student:::student.

inter student.lname:::last name.

inter student.cname:::christian name.

inter student.size:::height.

inter{X,Y} X{Y:student[ MProperty@(’size’,’Unit Of Datum’) -> X ]}

:::Unit Of Datum <= Length.Unit Of Datum.

The figure 5 presents the interpretation of the class student defined by the
consumer and the result of the context comparison between the two providers
source1 and source2. Similarities in the structure of I-Objects appear clearly
in this simple graph. For example, student.cname, student1.firstname@(1) and
etudiant2.prenom (source2 is french) are identified as similar.

heightidentity individual

last namefirst name

christian
name

characteristic

name

identifier

student university
study

student

student.size

student.cname student.lname etudiant2
student1

student1.height

student1.namestudent1.firstname@(1)

etudiant2.taille

etudiant2.nometudiant2.prenom

Fig. 5. Reconciliation of different sources on a consumer context

The application of the operation ⊕, noted ⊕(student),gives the two rules
below in the first step. Each I-Object class similar with student is unified in a
rule which maps I-Objects of student1 and etudiant2 to I-Objects of student.
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Similar methods from each unified class have to be mapped to the profile of
student in a second step.

X:student :- X:student1[ repository -> "source1.fr" ].

X:student :- X:etudiant2[ repository -> "source2.fr" ].

The result of this second step of ⊕ on this example updates the rules as
follows :

(1) X:student[ lname -> NF; cname -> NB; size -> SZ ]:-

X:student1[ repository -> "source1.fr"; name -> NF;

firstname@(1) -> NB; height -> SZ ].

(2) X:student[ lname -> NF; cname -> NB; size -> SZ ]:-

X:etudiant2[ repository -> "source2.fr"; nom -> NF; prenom -> NB;

taille -> SZ ].

The I-Object class student is now a well defined virtual I-Object which can
plays the role of interface to access data from different sources. A problem keeps
unsolved if data from sources are expressed in a different format, for example
if source2 uses the meter unit to express the height of students rather than
foot. This problem can be resolved by comparing the characterization of the
unified methods and is taken into account with another automatic operation
called adaptation operation.

An adaptive operation is automatically applied on the rules which define
virtual I-Objects built with ⊕ or ⊗. This operation is composed of four steps :

– A comparison of the characterization rules for methods which are unified in
the virtual I-Object definition rule. Characterization mismatch is retained
for the following step.

– A template function is built for each type of mismatch characterization.
This function is created in a specific library called MODEL LIBRARY. This
template is interpreted and characterized on the local context.

– Calls to these templates are inserted in the rule definition of the virtual
I-Object.

– Search for relevant functions in the local context which match with the
interpretation of templates and replace these ones by functions if exist.

In the example above, if the characterization of the method taille shows that
the unit for these data values is meter, a characterization mismatch appears
between student.size and etudiant.taille. The adaptation operation generates the
template function template1 in library MODEL LIBRARY. This templates gives
a model of function to transform meter value into foot value. The adaptation
operation provides a correct characterization for parameter and results of this
function as presented below :

library MODEL_LIBRARY[ template1@(parameter->real)->real ].

inter MODEL_LIBRARY.template1(parameter:::height):::height

library MODEL_LIBRARY[ MProperty(’template1 ’,’Unit_Of_Datum’) -> ’foot ’ ].

library MODEL_LIBRARY[ MProperty(’template1@parameter ’,’Unit_Of_Datum’)

-> ’meter ’ ].
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The example below shows how a template is inserted in the body of a virtual
I-Object definition. The variable which unifies directly methods with mismatch
characterization is replaced by a template call.

(2bis) X:student[ lname -> NF; cname -> NB; size -> SZ ]:-

X:etudiant2[ repository -> "source2.fr"; nom -> NF;

prenom -> NB; taille -> TA ],

MODEL_LIBRARY[ template1@( parameter -> TA)-> SZ ].

This virtual I-Object can now be used to access student data from two het-
erogeneous sources in a transparent way.

5 Conclusion and Future Works

DILEMMA proposes three important features to enhance cooperation of infor-
mation systems : (1) a semantic mediation model for the definition of I-Objects
and their meanings on a local context, (2) a reconciliation method which assures
the comparison of contexts using the definition of a semantic distance, (3) a
mechanism of object fusion to construct virtual I-Object classes which allows a
transparent access to the cooperation. In this approach, information do not de-
pend on domain or universal ontologies and the comparison mechanism is always
possible. Some recent works also focus on the definition of similarity distances to
compare concepts described using ontologies and inter-ontologies mapping may
be necessary to assure a complete comparison process. The mechanism of ob-
ject fusion is based on the results of the context comparison. It allows to group
I-Objects which are interpreted on similar concepts. The discovery of relevant
I-Objects over the cooperation depends on the quality of the context. Thus, a
promising way may be to construct local contexts by specializing and adapting
some pre-defined top-level ontologies.
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